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J1,...Jj of a tuple of R1, there exists a tuple of the
In this paper, we propose a graph theoretic approach to relation 1t2 which contains <al .....aj> in columns
deal with the implication problem for inclusion <K1 ..... Kj>.
dependencies. By analogy with functional dependenciea,
we define and present algorithms for computing the For the purposes of illustration within this paper, the
following concepts: the closure of a relation scheme R following medical database will be used:
for X according to a set of inclusion dependencies and the - HOSPITAL ( H C O D E . HNAME, ADDRESS,
HCAPAC1TY)
minimal eovea"for inclusion dependencies.
- UNIT (~_C_QD_~,IJCODE, U N A M E , UCAPACITY,
PRCODE) where P R C O D E isthecode of theparamedic
L Tntreductien
responsible for the care-unit. PRCODE is an alternate
Functional and inclusion dependencies are the most key for the relation
frequently encountered dependencies in database - DOCTOR (DCODE. DNAME, SPECIALIZATION,
applications. However, functional dependencies have DSALARY), where DNAME, and DSALARY are
been the focus of more research [Ann74], [Bern76], respectively the name and the salary of a doctor.
[Aho79b], [SagiS1],[KaYo83]. Recently, inclusion
PATIENT ( p C O D E . PNAME, BIRTH, SEX,
dependencies (INDs) have received more attention, ADMIT, HCODE, UCODE), where PNAME and
partlo, inrly for theoretical studies [Casa82], [Mite83], ADMIT are respectively the name of the patient and his
[Costa84]. This lesser interest for inclusion 4~,r. of admission to the hospital.
dependencies studies is due, in part, to the fact that these - PARAMED (PRCODE. PRNAME, FUNCTION,
dependencies do not affect the normaliTadon process. PRSALARY, PBONUS, HCODE, UCODE), where
However, these dependencies can play an important role PRNAME, PRSALARY and PBONUS are the name,
in query optirniwatlon [Miss87].
the s~lnry and the bonus of a paramedic.
The purpose of this paper is to present some algorithms - H O S P D O C (I-ICQDE. DCODE~, whe=~ H O S P D O C is
related to the implication problem for INDs based on a a relation that binds HOSPITAL and DOCTOR
graph structure. In the next section, we briefly review together.
the relational model, and some basic definitions. In - DOCPAT (DCODE. PCODEL where DOCPAT is a
section 3, we propose a def'midon for an IND-graph. The relation that binds DoCrOR and PATIENT together.
concepts of closure of a relation R for X and the
minimal cover for INDs are presented in section 4.
Inclusion dependencies in this DB are:
DOCPAT[PCODE] =
PATIENT[PCODE] (1)
ZBackground
UNIT[HCODE] ~
HOSPITAL[HCODE] (2)
A relation Ri (A1 ..... An) satisfies the functional DOCPAT[DCODE]
~
DOCTOR[DCODE] (3)
dependency X - > Y , where X and Y are subsets of {A1, HOSPDOC[DCODE] ~ DOCTOR[DCODE] (4)
.... An}, if for every pair of tuples tl and t2 of Ri,
PAILAMED[PRCODE] (5)
tl[X]=t2[X] ~ > tl[Y]=t2[Y].
The
notion
of UNTT[PRCODE] ~
inclusion dependency [Fagi81] is a generalization of the PATIENT[HCODE,UCODE]
referential integrity for the relational model [Codd79], UNIT[HCODE, UCODE]
(6)
[Date86]. Following [Casa82] and [JoK182], an HOSPDOC[HCODE] ~ HOSPITAL[HCODE] ('7)
inclusion dependency is an assertion of the form RI[X]
PARAMED[HCODE,UCODE]
R2[Y] where R 1 and R2 are relation schemes (not
UNIT[HCODE, UCODE]
(8)
necessarily distinct), X and Y are ordered lists of
HOSPITAL[HCODE]
~
UNIT
[HCODE]
(9)
attributes of the same length. A database satisfies the
inclusion dependency RI[JI .... Jj] ~ R2[K1 ..... Kj] if,
for every sub-tuple <al .....aj> appearing in the columns
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Other INDs constraints can be deduced by using
inference rules as described by Casanova et al. [Casa82]
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and Mitchell
[Mite83]. The inference rules for
inclusion dependencies alone are:
- Reflexivity
R[X] ~ R[X]
- Permutation and projection
If R[AI ....... An] ~ S[B1 ...... Bn]
then R[Ai I ....... Aik] ~ S [ B i I ....... Bi k] where
l..~i~n and if=im -~> j=m
F,za_mt~.~:
•
PATIENT[HCODE,UCODE]
UNIT[HCODE,UCODE] implies the following three

inclusiondependencies:
PATIENT[UCODE,HCODE]
UNIT[UCODE,HCODE] (permutation)
PATIENT[UCODE] ~ UNIT[UCODE] (projection)
PATIENT[HCODE] ~ UNIT[HCODE] (projection).

[Casa83]. In this paper we constrain our work to typed
IND.

3.1
Given a set I of INDs on a DB scheme S, the IND-graph
for L denoted by Cq-=(V, E, L) is a labelled oriented graph
possibly with cycles.The sets V, E and L stand
respectively for vertices, edges and labels. Each vertex
corresponds to a relation of the DB. If an edge connecting
Ri to Rj is labelled by X, it means that Rj[X] ~ Ri[X]
holds. The number of edges in G I corresponds to the
eardinality of the set L

Given the set I of inclusiondependencies presented
before, the corresponding IND-graph is shown in
figure I.

- £mlaili~.l~

IfR[X] ~ S[Y]andS[Y]~ T[Z]
then R[X] ~ 'ITZ]
Example:
&
PATIENT[HCODE] ~ UNIT[HCODE]
UNIT[HCODE] ~ HOSP1TAL[HCODE]
- ~ PATIENT[HCODE] ~ HOSPITAL[HCODE]
Mitchell [Mite83] also presents three inference rules in
which both inclusion and functional dependencies are
¢x~n~,,md.
3.Indnsion~dency~
In this section, we introduce a graph representation of
the INDs useful for resolving the implication problem.
The implication problem [Costa84] for a set E of
dependencies and a dependency ~ , consists of deciding
whether cr holds in every DB extension in which
hold& Since this problem is undecidable [Costa84] and
in practical situations, INDs have special structures,
many studies were limited to a certain form of IND such
as unary lIND in which inclusion concerns individual
attn'butes [Kane83], Key-based IND [JoK182], typed IND
[Casa83], [Cosm84] and acyclic IND [Scio83],

[Cosm84].

Figure 1. the IND-graph
The IND-graph can be used to answer the
following questions:
a) what is the set of relations {Rk II:~k.~_n} such
that Rk[X] ~ Ri[X] holds? (see closure R+(X) in

section4.1)
b) doe,s Rk[X] ~ Ri[X] hold?(see implication in
section4.2)
C) what is a possible minimal set of non-redundant
INDs? (see minimum cover for IND in section 4.3).
Using the IND-graph, we can tell how to obtain
the elements cited before:
a) determine the set of vertices in the oriented path
(Ri , Rk) such that the visited edges have a label Z
X
b) from vertex R i, find a directed path to Rk in
which the visited edge,s have some sub-common part
X in their label
c) test each edge (Ri, Rj) for redundancy by

An IND RI[A1 ....... Am] ~ R2[BI ....... Bm] is said
to be typed if Ai=Bi for l_<~m [Cosm84]. A set of
INDs is acyclic if there is no IND such that R[X]
applying b) to G I -(Ri,Rj).
R[Y] and X~Y and there are no relations RI, R2, ..Rn
01.>1) such that RI[X1] ~ R2[Y2], R2[X2] ~ R3[Y3], 3.2 Buildin~ m lbl'D-~raaph
.... Rn[Xn] ~ R I [ Y I ] . The implication problem for Algorithm 1
typed INDs alone is known to be polynomial in time Input: a set I of inclusion dependencies
Output: G I
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For each dependency say Rj[X] ~ Ri[X] in I do
If there is no vertex R i or Rj then

The sequence numbers appearing on the edges of figure
2 show the order of graph travermd for computing the
closure HOSPITAL+(HCODE). The collected vertices
will be (HOSPITAL, UNIT, PARAMED, PATIENT,
HOSPDOC}.

BEn
Create the corresponding vertex
Create a directed edge CRi, Rj) labened by X
EndIf
EndFor

Finding a node can be done in constant time using a
table indexed by the relation index i. Creating an edge
can

be done in constant time and finding a node is done

twice for each dependency, so the worst case time
complexity is O(IIl).
4. The implication problem for inclusion dependencies
By analogy with functional dependencies, we define and
present algorithms for computing the following
concepts: closure of a relation scheme R for X according
to a set of inclusion dependencies and minimal cover for 4.2 Imvlication oroblem for INDs alone
inclusion dependencies.
The IND-graph can be used to deal with the implication
4.1 ~.¢,y,!.QfdiL~..R+(X~according to a set oflND
problem because the inclusion dependency S[X] ~ R[X]
The closure R+(K) of a relation R for X according to a holds if and only if S ¢ R + ( X ) . However, we can
directly search for the particular vertex S as shown in
set of INDs is a set of relations R k such that Rk[X]
R[X]. Such a set can be derived using the inference algorithm 3 below. Starting with node R, this algorithm
axioms. This closure includes R, by virtue of the searches G I using the edges labelled by Y D X and stops
reflexivity axiom.
the search otherwise. If S is reached then return True,
otherwise return False.
Algorithm
Al&~ifl3__¢..3.: Implication of S [X] ~ R[X] using G I
(Given a directed labelled graph Gi----(V,E, L) and a set X Input: R, S, X, G I
of attributes, compute R+(X) }
Output: T or F
Procedure Closure (vertexRi,X)
Procedure Implication (vertexT, X, S)
If vertex Ri is not visited then
Begin
Begin
If vertexT is not visited then
begin
Add R i to R +
Mark vertexT as visited
Mark vertexR i as visited
If vertexT is labelled S then return (T)
For each edge (Ri,Rj) labelled by Y where X ~ Y
For each descendant edge Y such that X ~ Y do
Impfication (DescendantVertex, X, S)
do
Fndif
CIosure(vertexRj,X)
End
Return (F)
End
End Closure
InjtialiTe VertexT to vertexR before calling Implication.
I n i t i a l i z e R + to the empty set before calling
Clnsure(vertexR,X).
Analysis:
The worst case time complexity is the same as that of
Analysis:
algorithm 2, i.e. O(1II).
Since there are III edges in G and each edge is visited at
most one time, the worst case time complexity is 0(110.
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The inclusion dependency PARAMED [HCODE]
HOSPITAL [HCODE] holds since PARAMED
HOSPITAL+(HCODE). This can be easily verified
using the procedure Implication which returns the value
TRUE after the fourth call. The following parameters are
used for the four calls respectively:
- (VertexHOSPrrAL, HCODEH, PARAMED)
- (VertexUNIT, HCODE, P A R A M ~ )
- (VertexHOSPITAL, HCODE, PARAMED)
- (VertexPARAMED, HCODE, PARAMED).
4.3..~finimal cover for a set I of inclusion deoendeneie~
By analogy with FDs, it would be interesting to
compute some minimal cover for INDs. By limiting the
number of INDs, this reduces the number of edges in the
IND-graph, improves the performance of the graph
travetsal and saves space.

Fi~ttre 3
Suppose that the edges are considered in order of the
sequence numbers appearing in figure 3. First, the edge
#1 will be eliminated because after removing it,
Impfication(vertexR 1, BA, R5) will return T. The IND
#1 can be obtained from the path corresponding to the
INDs #2, #3 and #4 by the permutation and ~-ansitivity
axioms. Similarly, edges #4 and #7 will be removed.
So, the graph Gm I for a minimal cover related to G I
(figure 3) is the graph G I from which the edges #1, #4
and #7 are removed.

A minimal cover M I for a set I of INDs is a set of INDs
such that for no SIX] ~ R[X] in M I is M I - [SIX]
RtX]} equivalent to M I.
As in the case of FDs, the minimal cover for INDs may
not be unique. Since the IND-graph is used in the
preceding algorithms, we give an algorithm for building
Gm I, a graph for a minimal cover M I.
Building Gm I

$.Conclusion

GmI:= G I
In this paper, a graph structure to deal with the
implication problem for typed inclusion dependencies has
been presented. The concepts of closure of a relation
SeEn
scheme R for X according to a set of inclusion
Remove (R, S) from Gm I
dependencies and of minimal cover for inclusion
If Implication(VertexR, X, S) is false then replace dependencies were defined and algorithms for computing
(R, S) in Gm I
them were provided. These ideas can be generalized to
less restrictive classes of inclusion dependencies and are
End
the object of our current research.
End,'or
End
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